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?1? Are you a cat-lover? ? Yes/No.
?2? a. It was a perfect dinner, wasn’t it? ? Yes, it was./ No, not really.
 b. The park isn’t far from here? ?  No/Yes.
?1????????????whether you are a cat-lover?????????
???????????????????????????? yes????? 
no ?????2???????????????????????2a????
??????????????? yes ?????? no ???????????
?2b??????????????????? no ?????? yes ????








?3? a. Would you like a drink? ? Yes/No, thanks.
 b. Shall I make coffee for you? ? Yes, please./No, thanks.
?4? Would you wash the dishes? ? Sure yes./Sorry, no.







???????Yes, please make coffee for me???No,?please?don’t make 
coffee for me?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????


























































?7? a. Excuse me. ? Yes?



















?????????? no ???????????????????? I???
??????????????????????????????????













????Jucker and Smith?1998????????? yeah?yes??????
???????????????????
The most frequent use of yeah is to acknowledge the receipt of information 
that is new to the discourse but consistent with currently active 










?10?  No, to go back to what I was saying earlier, we really need to think again 















?11? A?Do you ever play tennis?
 B? Yeah. . . . Every once. Well I haven’t in a while, but I used to. Yeah I 
used to a while ago.
 A?Yeah I like tennis.

















?12? Jason?I think you should demand things from him.
 Sarah??sniff?
 Tracy??laugh?
    Brian??laugh? He charges so much.  Right.
     Jason??laugh? Yeah.
   Brian?No, I think it’s a good idea that you may well ask.
     Tracy?Yeah.
































?13? Peter?Well, I mean, my argument here is ? it’s ? it’s ? it’s the
 Roger?Figuring that out is what this is about.
 Sarah?Yeah, yeah, no, I ? I agree.
 Peter? same thing as ‘Plato’s on the top shelf.  I’m con- you know, th- 
that you can refer to a book of Plato by ‘Plato’ and you can
 Sarah?Yeah.  No no, I’m agreeing that this is a good, um 
?Lee-Goldman?2011: 2635??
????????Peter ???????????????????????
?????????????????Where is the castle? How old is it? How 
much does it cost??????Sarah ??To go in, that’s like.?????????
??it ? the castle ??????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????

























? Third Position Repair???????????????I mean X’?‘I don’t 






































?16?  Jonny came last night. ? Yes. That’s what they’re saying. But I must tell 




















?18?  There’s nothing going on between me and Jane. We’re just good friends. 
? Oh yes? LDOCE?


















?19? Where’s my umbrella? Oh yes ? I left it in the car.?LDOCE?
?20? Yes! Rivaldo’s scored again!?ibid.?
?21? Oh no, I’ve lost my wallet!?ibid.?









??yes ? no ?????????????????????21???????


















???????yes ??? g?se/g?se?OE???may it be so???????



















 i? A: Have you seen The Brig?
  NS: Yes, I think it’s one of the great masterpieces of our time.
?Yadugiri?1986: 207??












 i? A: Fred got married to Sue last night.
  B: No! [i.e. keep talking this is amazing news]
?Ameka?1992: 115 fn.??
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